
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Gemalto Launches Protiva Defender Suite, an End-to-End Identity and Access 
Solution for Law Enforcement Officials 

 
 

 

Amsterdam, June 19, 2012 – Gemalto (Euronext NL0000400653 GTO), the world leader in digital security, 
today launched the Protiva Defender Suite, specifically designed for law enforcement agencies, justice and 
security departments and first response teams. Protiva Defender Suite is a comprehensive portfolio of easy to 
use, easy to deploy authentication software, digital credentials, secure devices such as ultra secure smart 
cards, one time passwords (OTP), mobile PKI and related services. This extensive solution comes in direct 
response to the growing number of mobile computing devices used by civil servants, and solves their need to 
have a convenient way to securely access law enforcement central networks. Protiva Defender Suite also 
directly addresses the increasing industry regulations mandating strong digital identity verification when 
accessing secure networks containing citizen information.  
 
Protiva Defender Suite is a solution for law enforcement and other civil servants who regularly conduct their 
work out of the office. With a single identity credential, officers can quickly and securely gain access and 
transfer critical information from anywhere, through any digital media, such as a tablet or customized handheld 
device. In addition, they can perform administrative tasks remotely, file paperwork securely, protect email 
communication, and digitally sign documents reducing physical paper forms with verified electronic versions. 
Protiva Defender Suite can also be extended to integrate eCitation solutions that dematerialize and streamline 
citation issuance for violations and payment processing, resulting in fewer errors and lower costs. 
 
“We have been working with our police, justice and security related customers from around the world to help 
guide the creation of a simple solution directly designed to defend those who defend us,” said François 
Lasnier, Senior Vice President of Online Authentication at Gemalto. “Their work is demanding and they require 
high levels of security for remote network access without cumbersome logon procedures. With an extensive 
portfolio of strong authentication products, Gemalto is uniquely positioned to ensure defenders get the access 
they need quickly and easily.”  
 
Many municipality police are facing regulatory requirements for secure access to online or cloud-based 
resources. Protiva Defender Suite provides the necessary multi-factor authentication solutions to meet these 
regulations and ensure only authorized users are gaining access. In addition, Gemalto offers a wide range of 
packaged services to ease the deployment and administration of secure credentials.   
 
Protiva Defender Suite is available now, worldwide. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
About Gemalto 

Gemalto (Euronext NL0000400653 GTO) is the world leader in digital security with 2011 annual revenues of 
€2 billion and more than 10,000 employees operating out of 74 offices and 14 Research & Development 
centers in 43 countries. 

We are at the heart of our rapidly evolving digital society. Billions of people worldwide increasingly want the 
freedom to communicate, travel, shop, bank, entertain and work – anytime, everywhere – in ways that are 
convenient, enjoyable and secure. Gemalto delivers on their expanding needs for personal mobile services, 
payment security, identity protection, authenticated online services, cloud computing access, eHealthcare and 
eGovernment services, modern transportation solutions, M2M communication,.  

Gemalto develops secure software that runs on trusted devices which we design and personalize. We manage 
these devices, the confidential data they contain and the services they enable, throughout their life cycle. We 
innovate so that our clients can offer more ways of enhancing the convenience and security of their end-users’ 
digital lives. 

Gemalto is thriving with the growing number of people using its software and secure devices to interact in the 
digital and wireless world.  

For more information visit www.gemalto.com, www.justaskgemalto.com, blog.gemalto.com, or follow 
@gemalto on Twitter. 
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